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ABSTRACT
As galaxies evolve, they must enrich and exchange gas with the surrounding medium, but the timing of these
processes and how much gas is involved remain poorly understood. In this work, we leverage metals as tracers
of past gas flows to constrain the history of metal ejection and redistribution in M31. This roughly L∗ galaxy
is a unique case where spatially resolved measurements of the gas-phase and stellar metallicity, dust extinction,
and neutral interstellar gas content are all available, enabling a census of the current metal mass. We combine
spatially resolved star formation histories from the Panchromatic Hubble Andromeda Treasury survey with a
metal production model to calculate the history of metal production in M31. We find that 1.8×109M of metals,
or 62% of the metal mass formed within r < 19 kpc, is missing from the disk in our fiducial model, implying
that the M31 disk has experienced significant gaseous outflows over its lifetime. Under a conservative range of
model assumptions, we find that between 3% and 88% of metals have been lost (1.9 × 107 − 6.4 × 109M),
which means that metals are missing even when all model parameters are chosen to favor metal retention. We
show that the missing metal mass could be harbored in the circumgalactic medium of M31 if the majority of
the metals reside in a hot gas phase. Finally, we find that some metal mass produced in the past 1.5 Gyr in the
central ∼ 5 kpc has likely been redistributed to larger radii within the disk.
Keywords: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: abundances – galaxies: stellar content – galaxies: ISM
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Metals as Tracers of Past Gas Outflows
Galaxy formation models require gaseous outflows to reg-
ulate star formation and reproduce the observed scaling re-
lations, such as the the star-forming main sequence (SFMS)
and the mass-metallicity relation (e.g., Somerville & Dave´
2015). To explain the mass-metallicity relation in particular,
a larger fraction of metals must be ejected preferentially from
lower-mass galaxies (e.g., Tremonti et al. 2004; Dalcanton
2007; Peeples & Shankar 2011). These ejected metals would
also explain the observed enrichment of the circumgalactic
medium (CGM) and intergalactic medium (IGM; e.g., Op-
penheimer & Dave´ 2006; Werk et al. 2014).
Observations have shown that outflows are ubiquitous at
high redshift (e.g., Shapley et al. 2003; Weiner et al. 2009;
Steidel et al. 2010) and occur locally in starburst and post-
starburst galaxies (e.g., Tremonti et al. 2007; McQuinn et al.
2010; Chisholm et al. 2018). Although it is now widely ac-
cepted that outflows drive baryons and metals out of essen-
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tially all galaxies at some point in their evolution, how these
outflows are launched and the fate of the ejected material re-
main poorly understood, which is due in large part to the dif-
ficulty in characterizing diffuse and multiphase outflows for
large numbers of galaxies. The properties of outflows are
also expected to vary strongly in time, which further com-
plicates the interpretation of instantaneous measurements of
outflowing material.
Attempts to use theoretical models to interpret observa-
tional constraints on outflows have had mixed results. Many
different feedback implementations in galaxy formation
models are able to reproduce key properties of the galaxy
population (e.g., Naab & Ostriker 2017), but predict dif-
ferent amounts of metal loss from galaxies (e.g., Wiersma
et al. 2011). Recent particle-tracking analyses do not agree
on the fractions of baryons and metals in various reservoirs
at low redshift: stars, cold interstellar medium (ISM) gas,
CGM, and IGM (Ford et al. 2014; Christensen et al. 2016,
2018; Angle´s-Alca´zar et al. 2017). Furthermore, these stud-
ies predict different scalings for the amount of metal loss
with galaxy mass, as well as different timescales on which
previously ejected metal-enriched material is reaccreted. In
light of these discrepancies, observational constraints on the
metal mass present in these various reservoirs represent a
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promising route toward distinguishing among these various
feedback models.
Several observational studies have calculated the global
fraction of metal mass that is retained in galaxies across a
wide stellar mass range (e.g., Zahid et al. 2012; Peeples et al.
2014). These studies use scaling relations to estimate metal
retention, and so represent an average constraint; it remains
unclear how variable the net metal loss from galaxies of simi-
lar stellar mass might be. While it is known that dwarf galax-
ies can lose most of their metal mass (Kirby et al. 2011; Mc-
Quinn et al. 2015), the scaling of metal retention with galaxy
mass for high-mass galaxies is not yet settled.
Spatially resolving the baryon content and metallicities
enables a more precise calculation of the total metal mass
present in a galaxy. Both stellar and gas-phase metallicity
gradients are known to be common (e.g., Sa´nchez et al. 2013;
Roig et al. 2015), so applying a metallicity measured in a
galaxy center to its entire stellar or gas content is likely to
bias results. Only one such spatially resolved measurement
of metal retention within a galaxy has been reported to date,
which is for NGC 628 (Belfiore et al. 2016).
In this work, we leverage the wealth of data available for
the nearby galaxy M31 to perform a spatially resolved mea-
surement of its lifetime metal retention. This is the first de-
tailed measurement for an L∗ galaxy, providing an impor-
tant anchor for population-wide studies and comparisons to
galaxy formation models.
1.2. This Work: A Spatially Resolved Measurement of
Metals Missing from M31
M31 is the nearest massive (∼ L∗) galaxy (at a distance
of 785 kpc, McConnachie et al. 2005). Because of its bright-
ness, large area on the sky, and similarity to the Milky Way,
M31 is extremely well studied. In particular, photometry of
individual resolved stars is available from the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) imaging in the Panchromatic Hubble An-
dromeda Treasury (PHAT; Dalcanton et al. 2012; Williams
et al. 2014). PHAT enabled precise photometric measure-
ments for over 100 million stars in six filters spanning the
UV to IR (Williams et al. 2014). The survey covers roughly
one-third of M31, particularly the near side of the northern
disk out to ∼ 20 kpc. The HST imaging is complemented by
spatially resolved maps of the cold gas (H I and H2), which
we describe in Section 2.2.1 below.
The PHAT photometry has enabled measurements of
spatially and temporally resolved star formation histories
(SFHs), enrichment histories, and dust content derived from
modeling color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs; Williams et al.
2017; Dalcanton et al. 2015, described in Sections 2.1.1 and
2.3.1 below). M31 is the most massive nearby galaxy for
which these precise CMD-based measurements are possible.
The left panel of Figure 1 shows the footprint of the PHAT
survey as the orange outline on a 3.4µm image of M31 from
the Wide field Infrared Survey Explorer (Wright et al. 2010;
Lang 2014). The hatched region over the bulge of the disk
was excluded from the Williams et al. (2017) SFH analysis
because stellar crowding in the densest regions limits the
depth of the CMDs and therefore the reliability of SFH de-
terminations. The blue and purple squares show the areas
for which example optical CMDs are shown in the upper
and lower right panels, respectively. Darker colors in the
CMDs indicate that more stars populate these regions. The
CMD for stars in the outer disk (upper panel, blue) reaches
fainter magnitudes than that for the inner disk (lower panel,
purple) because crowding limits photometric quality in the
inner disk. The larger spread in the red giant branch (RGB)
in the inner disk CMD is due to a larger age and metallicity
spread there.
In this work, our main objective is to measure the lifetime
metal mass loss from M31. An overview of the measure-
ment is shown in Figure 2, which illustrates the datasets and
model assumptions that enter into each step. We first per-
form a census of the spatial distribution of metals in the stars,
ISM gas, and dust within the PHAT footprint in the M31
disk (Section 2). We then calculate the spatially and tempo-
rally resolved history of metal production in M31 (Section 3),
and from this, the mass surface density of metals produced
by stars currently in the galaxy, Σproducedmetal . We take ratio
of the present-day metal mass surface density, Σpresentmetal , to
Σproducedmetal to derive both the integrated and spatially resolved
metal retention fraction, fretained (Section 4).
Throughout this calculation, we note the dominant sources
of systematic uncertainty and place conservative bounds on
the possible values of each quantity of interest. We do not
fully model the effects of stellar radial migration, merger-
driven accretion of stars and/or pre-enriched gas, or recycling
of metal-enriched winds within the galaxy, but we discuss the
effects of these processes on our results in Section 4.
Finally, we place constraints on the lifetime-averaged mass
loading of outflows, the metal content of the M31 CGM, and
on the required spatial redistribution of metals recently pro-
duced in the inner disk in Section 5. Our findings are sum-
marized in Section 6.
We adopt a flat ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.308
and H0 = 67.8 km s−1Mpc−1 (Planck Collaboration et al.
2016a). We use Σ to refer to mass surface density through-
out. Z is the metal mass fraction, including all elements
heavier than He. The mass fraction of an individual metal
species, e.g., oxygen, is referred to as Z(O). We use the
Anders & Grevesse (1989) solar abundance set with Z =
0.019 (which is consistent with the abundance set used in
the Padova stellar evolutionary tracks, as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1.1 below). We also quote logarithmic stellar metallic-
ities relative to solar, [M/H] = log(Z/Z).
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Figure 1. OVERVIEW OF THE PHAT SURVEY AND STELLAR PHOTOMETRY DATA. Left: the footprint of the PHAT survey overplotted
on a 3.4 µm image of M31 (Lang 2014). The orange outline shows the area covered by the survey, and the hatched rectangle shows the region
covering the bulge that was excluded from the Williams et al. (2017) SFH analysis due to crowding. The blue and purple squares show the
regions containing the stars in the CMDs in the right panel. Right: example optical CMDs from the outer (top) and inner (bottom) regions of
M31’s disk. Darker colors indicate more densely populated regions of the CMDs, and the arrows illustrate the effect of 1 mag of dust extinction
in the V band on a star’s position in the CMD. Stellar crowding limits photometric depth, resulting in a shallower CMD for the inner disk region.
The total SFH shown in Figure 3 below was inferred from modeling the distribution of stars in CMDs across the PHAT footprint (described in
Section 2.1.1).
2. THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF METALS
PRESENT IN M31
Here, we calculate the metal mass surface density that is
present in the PHAT footprint, and the implied total metal
mass in M31 assuming azimuthal symmetry. We describe the
data sources and methods of calculating the metal mass sur-
face density in stars (Σ?metal ), cold ISM gas (Σ
gas
metal ), and
dust (Σdustmetal ), as well as the sources of systematic uncer-
tainty in each measurement. We present the radial profiles
of Σ?metal , Σ
gas
metal , and Σ
dust
metal and calculate the fractional
contribution of each reservoir to the total metal content.
2.1. Stars
2.1.1. Ancient Star Formation and Enrichment Histories
The ancient SFHs were measured by Williams et al.
(2017), who modeled optical to near-infrared (NIR) CMDs
within 826 regions 83′′ × 83′′ in size, corresponding to a
physical size of 0.3× 1.4 kpc (corrected for the 77◦ inclina-
tion of M31, e.g., Courteau et al. 2011). We call these regions
“SFH pixels” throughout the paper. We summarize here the
key modeling choices made by Williams et al. (2017), but
refer the reader to that paper for details.
Williams et al. (2017) constructed CMDs using photom-
etry in the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) F475W
and F814W optical bands and in the Wide Field Camera
3 (WFC3) F110W and F160W NIR bands. They modeled
these optical-NIR CMDs using MATCH (Dolphin 2002, 2012,
2013). They used a logarithmic age grid with 0.1 dex reso-
lution from log(t/yr) = 8.5 − 9.9, and wider time bins at
the oldest and youngest ages: log(t/yr) = 6.6 − 8.5 and
log(t/yr) = 9.9− 10.15. They adopted a Kroupa (2001)
initial mass function (IMF) for primary stars, and 30% of
these were assumed to have a binary companion.
Dust affects the features in the CMDs that provide con-
straints on the SFH and metallicity. Williams et al. (2017)
incorporated prior knowledge of the dust distribution from
the Dalcanton et al. (2015) dust maps (described in Sec-
tion 2.3.1) in their modeling to distinguish the effects of
dust and stellar population properties on the CMD features.
Briefly, they adopted a lognormal AV distribution model in
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Census of Present Metal Mass
Model of Metal Mass Production
Measurements
Type II [Section 3.1.1] AGB [Section 3.1.2] Type Ia [Section 3.1.3]
Stars [Section 2.1] Gas in ISM [Section 2.2] Dust [Section 2.3]
Spatially resolved SFHs and 
enrichment histories from 
PHAT CMD modeling
Present-day M* from Padovastellar evolutionary tracks 
Metal mass in stars = 
(metal mass fraction) x 
(total present-day M*)
Use literature gas-phase 
metallicity gradient to find 
spatially resolved log(O/H) 
Use maps of HI and H2column density to get total H 
mass surface density
Assume solar oxygen-to-
metals ratio to find total 
metal mass in gas phase
Use map of median AV from PHAT CMD modeling
Convert to dust mass surface 
density assuming Draine & Li 
dust model, scaled down by a 
factor of 2.5
Assume that metal mass in 
dust is equal to the total 
dust mass
Assume 8-40 M⦿ stars return metals to ISM (more massive 
stars directly collapse to 
black holes)
Kroupa (2001) IMF
Stellar mass vs. stellar 
lifetime (Equation 1)
Theoretical metal mass yields
Assume 1-8 M⦿ stars end lives as AGB stars, extending 
6 M⦿ yields up to 8 M⦿
Kroupa (2001) IMF
Stellar mass vs. stellar 
lifetime (Equation 1)
Theoretical, metallicity-
dependent metal mass yields 
Adopt a power-law delay-
time distribution (DTD) 
where SNIa rate ~ t-1 
following SF burst
Assume first SN explodes 
100 Myr after burst (~6 M⦿progenitor)
Theoretical metal mass yields 
(double-degenerate channel)
Metal Production History
M31 spatially resolved metal 
production history is the 
convolution of the SFHs with 
the metal production model
Integrate over time to get the 
total metal mass produced
[Section 3.2]
fretained = ratio of present metal mass to produced 
metal mass
Total metal mass missing 
from M31 
(PHAT area scaled up to 
entire disk assuming 
azimuthal symmetry)
Spatial variation and radial 
gradient in metal retention
[Section 4]
Figure 2. SUMMARY OF METHODS FOR CALCULATING PRESENT AND PRODUCED METAL MASS. This visual aid shows the data and
model ingredients used in our calculations of the spatial distribution of metals currently in M31 (Section 2) and the spatially resolved metal
production history (Section 3). Colors correspond to those used in later plots to represent each metal reservoir (Figure 4) or nucleosynthetic
source (Figures 5 and 6). Ultimately, we integrate the metal production histories over time to map the total produced metal mass, and divide by
the total present metal mass calculate the metal retention fraction, fretained (Section 4).
Figure 3. THE STAR FORMATION AND STELLAR ENRICHMENT HISTORY IN M31 FROM WILLIAMS ET AL. (2017). Left: total star
formation rate (SFR) within the PHAT footprint plotted against the age of the universe (with redshift shown on the top axis for reference).
Right: mean metal mass fraction of newly formed stars in each age bin plotted against time. The bulk of star formation occurs during the oldest
bin (z & 1), which is wider than the other age bins because the data cannot constrain variations in SFR at ancient times. In both panels, the
solid blue line shows the fiducial model, derived using Padova stellar evolutionary tracks. The error bars on the Padova SFRs in the left panel
show the random uncertainties in the fit. The orange, green, and purple dotted lines show results for different stellar tracks that are used; the
spread among these is used to gauge the systematic uncertainty in the SFHs and stellar metallicities. In the right panel, the horizontal black
dashed line indicates solar metallicity (Z = 0.019), which is adopted by the Padova models.
each SFH pixel and fixed the lognormal parameters based on the best-fit parameters from the Dalcanton et al. (2015) maps
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(see Williams et al. 2017 for a more detailed explanation).
They also included a uniform foreground dust screen in the
dust model, which was a free parameter that was indepen-
dently fit in each SFH pixel.
The oldest main-sequence turnoffs are not resolved in the
PHAT CMDs because stellar crowding prevents reliable de-
tection of fainter stars (see the right panels in Figure 1). This
limits the ability of MATCH to simultaneously constrain the
stellar metallicity and age, such that when both variables
are allowed to be free in the fitting, unphysical variations in
stellar metallicity at a given age between adjacent SFH pix-
els can occur. To ensure that the stellar metallicities vary
smoothly in space and in time, Williams et al. (2017) fixed
age-metallicity relations (i.e., they enforced a mean [M/H] at
each age in each SFH pixel), adopting the exponentially de-
clining enrichment rates that provided the best fits to the data
in three radial bins such that inner regions enrich earlier.
The stars formed in each age bin are still allowed span a
range of metallicities, with 0.25 dex spread in [M/H] (see
Figure 8 in Williams et al. 2017). Given the adopted age-
metallicity relation and dust model, the best-fit SFH is that
which best reproduces the observed number of stars in dif-
ferent regions of the CMD (nominally, the main sequence,
asymptotic giant branch (AGB), and He-burning sequences
at ages younger than about 2 Gyr, and the red giant branch
(RGB) and red clump at older ages). For each SFH pixel,
the output of the CMD modeling is an SFH, where each fit-
ted epoch of time is broken down into 24 bins of [M/H], or
equivalently, Z = Z × 10[M/H], in each age bin. The to-
tal SFR in a given age bin is therefore the sum of the SFRs
in all metallicity bins at that age. In each age bin, we know
the SFR (and therefore stellar mass formed) in all metallicity
bins, we can calculate the mean stellar metal mass fraction
as the mass-weighted mean Z of stars that formed in a given
age bin.
The adopted age-metallicity relations are physically moti-
vated and likely provide a more realistic enrichment history
than would be obtained if metallicity were a free parame-
ter in the CMD modeling. Still, we have checked that our
quantitative results and conclusions are only affected at the
few-percent level if we instead adopt the SFHs and enrich-
ment histories that would be recovered when the metallici-
ties in each age bin were free parameters in the CMD model-
ing. Williams et al. (2017) showed that the enrichment histo-
ries are difficult to reliably constrain with photometry of the
depth and quality of PHAT, showing rapid changes at inter-
mediate and recent times when model CMD features are less
sensitive to metallicity across all model sets (see their Fig-
ure 20). However, the best-fit metallicity at the earliest times
is consistent with the adopted age-metallicity relations, and
our calculations are more sensitive to the early enrichment
because most stellar mass formed in the oldest age bin.
Finally, we note that the lack of constraints on the popu-
lation of low-mass stars in the CMDs results in a systematic
uncertainty in the normalization of the SFHs and total stel-
lar mass formed. This uncertainty at the factor of ∼2 level
is known to affect most stellar mass measurement techniques
(e.g., Conroy 2013; Courteau et al. 2014), and we will dis-
cuss the possible impact on our results in Section 4.1 below.
Williams et al. (2017) found best-fit SFHs using four dif-
ferent model sets to assess the systematic uncertainty due
to the choice of stellar evolutionary tracks adopted in the
CMD modeling. The four sets of stellar tracks considered
are Padova (Marigo et al. 2008; Girardi et al. 2010), PAR-
SEC (from the same group that produced the Padova models,
Bressan et al. 2012), BaSTI (Pietrinferni et al. 2004; Cas-
sisi et al. 2006; Pietrinferni et al. 2013), and MIST (Choi
et al. 2016). Each model set adopts a different value of solar
metallicity (Padova: Z = 0.019; PARSEC: Z = 0.0152;
BaSTI: Z = 0.0198; MIST: Z = 0.0142), so the [M/H]
vs. time enforced in the CMD modeling results in differ-
ent absolute stellar metal mass fractions (Z) at a given time
across the four fits. We adopt the SFHs derived using the
Padova stellar tracks for our fiducial calculations because
these results give a total formed stellar mass and mean en-
richment history that lie in the middle of the range spanned
by the four model sets.
Figure 3 shows the best-fit histories of star formation (left)
and stellar enrichment (right) for these four different sets of
stellar models. The fiducial SFHs and enrichment histories
using the Padova stellar tracks are shown as solid blue lines,
while the differently colored dotted lines show results for the
other three model sets: PARSEC (orange), BaSTI (green),
and MIST (purple). The left panel plots the total SFR in the
PHAT area (summed over all SFH pixels) as a function of the
age of the universe, with the corresponding redshift shown
on the top axis for reference. Error bars on the Padova SFH
show the random uncertainties in the fiducial model fit to the
observed CMDs. Random uncertainties for the other model
sets are similar and are omitted from the plot for clarity. The
model SFR in each age bin is constant, but should be thought
of as the average over the duration of each age bin because
the SFR is variable over these timescales.
For the fiducial SFHs, the total formed stellar mass within
the PHAT area is MPHAT?, formed = 5.01 × 1010M, 78% of
which is formed during the oldest age bin (at z & 1). Finer
time resolution is not possible for these old ages because stel-
lar crowding prevents the CMDs from resolving the ancient
main-sequence turnoffs. We compute the returned fraction of
stellar mass, R = 39.7%, from the Padova stellar evolution-
ary tracks for the total PHAT SFH and enrichment history.
Therefore, 1 − R = 60.3% of the formed stellar mass is
present today, giving MPHAT? = 3.02× 1010M.
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The right panel of Figure 3 shows the enrichment history of
the PHAT area for each of the four model sets, with the same
color-coding as in the left panel. We plot the mass-weighted
mean metal mass fraction (Z) of all new stars formed in each
time bin against the age of the universe. The four model
sets each adopt different solar metal mass fractions, and so
a given metallicity relative to solar ([M/H]) corresponds to
a different metal mass fraction for each model set. These
differing conventions are the main cause of the variation in
absolute stellar metal mass fraction across the four differ-
ent enrichment histories; in particular, the low Z adopted
in the MIST models is the reason why the purple dotted
line lies below the rest in the right panel of Figure 3. For
the fiducial (Padova) enrichment history, the mass-weighted
mean stellar metallicity over all age bins is Z = 0.013, or
[M/H] = −0.16.
We use the SFHs and enrichment histories obtained from
each of the four different model sets to assess the impact of
systematic uncertainty due to the choice of stellar evolution-
ary tracks on our calculations of stellar metal content (Sec-
tion 2.1.2) and metal retention in M31 (Section 4). The ran-
dom uncertainties on the SFR in each age bin are about 20%,
generally less than the typical variation among SFRs derived
for different stellar evolutionary tracks. We use these random
uncertainties in to assess the uncertainty in the present metal
mass in stars, given the fiducial Padova SFHs (see the left
panel of Figure 7 below). Our goal is to compare the pro-
duced and present metal mass, and to be physically consis-
tent, these calculations must use the same SFHs. Therefore,
including the random uncertainty in both the produced and
current metal mass uncertainty budgets would overestimate
the uncertainty in our comparison. The random uncertainty
in the SFH is an important contributor to the uncertainty in
the current metal mass, but is much smaller than the system-
atic uncertainties in the metal production model.
2.1.2. Metal Mass in Stars
Here, we compute the total metal mass that is present in
stars and its spatial distribution. The Williams et al. (2017)
SFHs are broken down into 24 bins of [M/H] at each age,
so that the SFR is measured in a grid of age and metallicity.
We calculate the stellar mass formed as the SFR in each age
and metallicity bin multiplied by the width of the age bin. We
then multiply by the metal mass fraction, Z = Z×10[M/H],
to obtain the total metal mass in stars that is formed in each
age and metallicity bin.
We use the Padova evolutionary tracks to calculate the frac-
tion of stellar mass that remains locked into stars that are
formed at a given age and metallicity, 1−R. For the old stel-
lar populations (& 5 Gyr old) that dominate the stellar mass
in M31,∼ 60% of the formed mass is present today. A larger
fraction of stellar mass remains for younger populations, but
these contribute only 17% of MPHAT?, formed. Over all SFH pix-
els, the fraction of stellar mass remaining, computed for the
full SFH, varies only slightly, between 59.1% and 62.1%.
We obtain the metal mass in stars that is currently present
in each SFH pixel,M?metal, by performing the following sum-
mation over all ages and metallicities:
M?metal =
∑
Z
Z
∑
age
(1−R(age , Z))M?, formed(age, Z).
(1)
IntegratingM?metal over all SFH pixels, we find 3.9×108M
of metal mass that is currently present in stars. Finally, we
calculate the metal mass surface density in stars as Σ?metal =
M?metal/Apixel, where the deprojected pixel area is 0.43 kpc
2.
The radial profile of Σ?metal is shown as the solid red line in
the left panel of Figure 4.
The dominant source of uncertainty in Σ?metal is the choice
of stellar evolutionary tracks. We calculate bounding mini-
mum and maximum values of the metal mass content of stars
in each SFH pixel using the stellar tracks that give the highest
and lowest stellar metal masses: BaSTI and MIST, respec-
tively. Relative to the fiducial calculation using the Padova
models, the total metal mass present in stars is 21% higher
for BaSTI and 32% lower for MIST, corresponding to a range
between 2.7 and 4.8 × 108M. The red shaded region in
the left panel of Figure 4 shows the range spanned by these
bounding calculations.
Most previous stellar metallicity measurements in M31
used CMD-based techniques, although some spectroscopic
metallicities have been measured with limited spatial cover-
age. Saglia et al. (2018) used Lick indices measured from
spectra of the central ∼ 5 kpc of M31 to constrain stellar
population properties. These authors found that the central
disk component is of roughly solar metallicity on average,
but has a higher metallicity along the bar, and is α-enhanced
by ∼ 0.25 dex with no dependence on position angle. The
Williams et al. (2017) metallicities are broadly consistent
with those found by Saglia et al. (2018), although all models
used in the CMD modeling were scaled-solar. The Williams
et al. (2017) stellar enrichment histories are also consistent
with radial stellar metallicity gradient measured for evolved
stellar populations from modeling the RGB in PHAT CMDs
(Gregersen et al. 2015).
2.2. Gas
2.2.1. Maps of the Hydrogen Content
To calculate ΣH, we consider only the cold ISM gas, the
most commonly and easily observed gas phase. Metals cer-
tainly reside in the extended hot gaseous halo, but their
metallicity is not traced by H II region abundances. By ex-
cluding any hot corona or halo from our metal analysis, we
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Figure 4. THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF METALS PRESENT IN M31. Left: azimuthally averaged metal mass surface density as a
function of radius within the PHAT footprint. The gray solid line shows the total present-day metal mass profile, while the colored lines show
the contributions of metals in stars (red), gas (blue), and dust (orange). The shaded regions represent the conservative systematic uncertainty
budget for each calculation. Right: fraction of metal mass surface density within each 1 kpc wide annulus contributed by stars, gas, and dust
for our fiducial calculation (the solid lines in the left panel). Stars are the dominant metal reservoir at all radii and harbor over 90% of the metal
mass present in the PHAT footprint, although metals in the ISM (gas + dust) contribute up to 30% of the metal mass in the most gas-rich annuli,
tracing the star-forming rings.
are implicitly leaving that component as a reservoir for any
missing metals.
We use the Braun et al. (2009) map of 21 cm emission
that covers the entire disk of M31. The 21 cm observations
were taken with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope
(WSRT) and were flux-corrected using single-dish data from
the Green Bank Telescope (GBT). We assume that the gas
is optically thin throughout and multiply the 21 cm emission
map by 1.823×1018cm−2(K km s−1)−1 to calculate the col-
umn densityNH I. The dominant source of uncertainty in this
map is the flux calibration of the single-dish data, and it is at
the level of 10-20%. Braun et al. (2009) argue that the H I is
optically thick in some regions, meaning that the H I mass
could be higher by up to ∼ 30%. We therefore include this
possibility in our systematic uncertainty budget as a possible
upward revision in the total metal mass.
We use the CO(1 − 0) emission map from Nieten et al.
(2006) as a tracer of the molecular gas phase. The obser-
vations were made with the IRAM 30m telescope and cover
the central 12 kpc of M31. The data do not cover the entire
PHAT area, but the fractional contribution of H2 to the total
hydrogen mass outside the coverage area is likely to be even
lower than the central 12 kpc value of 12%. Therefore, our
estimate of the hydrogen mass surface density in the outer
regions will be at most ∼ 10% too low.
We multiply the CO(1 − 0) emission map by a constant
XCO = 2×1020 cm−2 (K km s−1)−1 to calculate the molec-
ular hydrogen column densityNH2 (Bolatto et al. 2013). The
assumed XCO is the most uncertain ingredient in this calcu-
lation, but the level of systematic uncertainty is poorly con-
strained. We allow for 50% uncertainty in the range of pos-
sible molecular hydrogen mass.
Both the H I and H2 maps have pixel sizes smaller than
the SFH pixels, but we require the average column densities
within each SFH pixel for our calculations. We use MON-
TAGE1 (Berriman et al. 2003; Jacob et al. 2010; version 5.0)
to reproject the column density maps to the same pixel scale
as the Williams et al. (2017) SFH maps, which is mathemati-
cally equivalent to averaging the mass surface density within
each SFH pixel.
Finally, we convert the column density maps into mass sur-
face density maps, converting from cm−2 to M kpc−2 us-
ing the known physical size of the SFH pixels and correct-
ing for projection effects. Calculating ΣH = ΣH I + ΣH2
and summing over all SFH pixels, we find a total of 1.37 ×
109M of hydrogen within the PHAT footprint. Of this,
87.3% is in H I and 12.7% is in H2; this is consistent with
previous findings.
2.2.2. Metal Mass in the Neutral ISM Gas
Gas-phase metallicity (12 + log(O/H), the abundance of
oxygen atoms relative to hydrogen) is measured by model-
ing the emission lines from H II regions, or by using simple
conversions between strong emission line ratios and metal-
licity that are calibrated using either theoretical models or
empirical measurements. In M31, the gas-phase metallicity
is consistently found to decrease with radius, but the gradi-
ent is quite shallow (Zaritsky et al. 1994; Sanders et al. 2012;
1 http://montage.ipac.caltech.edu
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Table 1. Parameters of metallicity gradients used to calculate the metal mass that is present in the gas phase.
Calibration 12 + log(O/H) [r = 0kpc] Slope (dex kpc−1) 12 + log(O/H) [r = 19 kpc]
Nagao et al. (2006) 8.91 -0.0195 8.54
Pilyugin & Thuan (2005) 8.42 -0.0054 8.32
NOTE—Nagao et al. (2006) metallicities have been scaled down by -0.22 dex to avoid double-counting metals in dust.
Zurita & Bresolin 2012). The overall normalization of the
metallicity is less well constrained, given the systematic dif-
ferences of up to 0.7 dex between metallicity measurement
techniques (Kewley & Ellison 2008).
We calculate the metal content of the ISM gas using the
gas-phase metallicity gradients from Sanders et al. (2012).
They measured gas-phase metallicities of individual H II
regions across the M31 disk using several different strong
emission line calibrations and computed the resulting abun-
dance gradients. We have verified that the measured metallic-
ity gradients do not change if they are fit to the metallicities
of only the H II regions that fall within the PHAT footprint.
For our fiducial calculations, we adopt the gradient found for
metallicities computed using the Nagao et al. (2006) relation
between gas-phase metallicity and [N II]/Hα, which is avail-
able for more H II regions than other line ratios, and which
also has the benefit of being insensitive to uncertain dust cor-
rections. Their measured log(O/H) gradient of −0.02 dex
kpc−1 for this calibrator is consistent with other results in
the literature.
The Nagao et al. (2006) calibration is semiempirical, based
on metallicity measurements using the Kewley & Dopita
(2002) theoretical calibration. These oxygen abundances are
scaled up by 0.22 dex to correct for oxygen depletion onto
dust grains (Dopita et al. 2000), so we scale down the nor-
malization of the Sanders et al. (2012) [N II]/Hα gas-phase
metallicity gradient by −0.22 dex to avoid double-counting
the metals in dust. We discuss our calculation of metals in
dust in Section 2.3 below.
We calculate the number density of oxygen atoms relative
to hydrogen in each SFH pixel using the Sanders et al. (2012)
metallicity gradient. The abundance ratio O/H is then con-
verted into a mass ratio by multiplying by the ratio of oxy-
gen to hydrogen atomic masses, and the product of this mass
ratio with ΣH (calculated in Section 2.2.1 above) gives the
oxygen mass surface density.
Finally, we divide by the solar oxygen-to-metal mass
ratio from the Anders & Grevesse (1989) abundance set,
Z(O)/Z = 0.501, to calculate the total metal mass surface
density in the neutral gas phase. In reality, the oxygen-to-
metals ratio is not constant in time (1) because the timescales
of metal production by different nucleosynthetic sources
are different, and (2) because supernova-driven outflows are
likely α-enhanced. However, there have been no observa-
tional results to date showing trends in the oxygen-to-metals
ratio in the ISM with galaxy properties. We therefore adopt
the constant Z(O)/Z from the solar abundance set that is
consistent with the fiducial SFH and emphasize that our re-
ported metal mass in the gas phase is really an oxygen mass
scaled to total metal mass by an uncertain constant factor.
In summary, the metal mass surface density is calculated
as
Σgasmetal =
O
H
× mO
mH
× ΣH × Z
Z(O)
. (2)
The radial profile of Σgasmetal is shown as the solid blue line
in the left panel of Figure 4. Integrating over all SFH pixels,
we find 2.2× 107M of metal mass currently present in the
neutral ISM within the PHAT footprint, which is an order of
magnitude lower than the metal mass in stars. Taking the to-
tal metal mass in the neutral ISM divided by the total mass in
H I and H2, we find an average metal mass fraction of 0.022,
which is higher than any commonly used values of Z, but
only 16% higher than our fiducial Z = 0.019. The mass-
weighted stellar metal mass fraction is subsolar, 41% lower
than the gas-phase metal mass fraction. This finding is in line
with the expectation that the metal content of M31 was lower
early in its history when most of its stars were formed.
The choice of metallicity calibration is one of the main un-
certainties in the gas-phase metal mass calculation. Because
the normalization of the abundance gradient for the Nagao
et al. (2006) [N II]/Hα calibration lies at the high-metallicity
end of the range, the gas-phase metal content in our fiducial
calculation may be biased high. This choice should yield a
conservative upper limit on the metal retention fraction and
therefore a lower limit on the required metal loss. We cal-
culate a lower bound on the allowed range of metal mass
in the neutral ISM using the Pilyugin & Thuan (2005) em-
pirically calibrated relation using [O III] and [O II] emission
lines, which is known to give metallicities that are system-
atically low. This metallicity calibrator does not account for
metal depletion onto dust grains, so no scaling is required to
remove the metals locked into dust from the gas-phase metal
budget. Table 1 provides the parameters of the metallicity
gradients used in these calculations.
We calculate a minimum bound on Σgasmetal assuming the
lowest allowed hydrogen mass surface density within the un-
certainties described in Section 2.2.1 and the best-fit radial
metallicity gradient for the Pilyugin & Thuan (2005) metal-
licities. Similarly, the maximum bound is calculated using
the highest allowed hydrogen content and the metallicity gra-
dient for the Nagao et al. (2006) metallicities. The resulting
range of Σgasmetal is 65% lower to 44% higher than for the fidu-
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cial calculation, corresponding to range of metal mass in the
gas phase between 7.8×106 and 3.2×107M. The allowed
range of Σgasmetal is shown as the shaded blue region in the left
panel of Figure 4. For comparison, the scatter in individual
H II region metallicities about the best-fit radial gradient is at
the level of ±50% for the Nagao et al. (2006) calibration.
2.3. Dust
2.3.1. Map of the Dust Content
Finally, we calculate the metal mass in dust grains using a
map of the dust extinction, AV , within the PHAT footprint
from Dalcanton et al. (2015), who modeled the effect of dust
on the morphology of the RGB in the NIR CMD. They as-
sumed that the stars in a given 3.3′′× 3.3′′ region experience
a range extinction and adopted a lognormal probability dis-
tribution function (PDF) for AV (described by a median A˜V
and spread σ). The model also includes a reddened fraction,
0 < fred < 1, describing the fraction of stars in each re-
gion that lies behind the dust layer, while the remainder of
the stars are in front of the dust and therefore experience no
attenuation. This approximation is appropriate for evolved
stellar populations whose scale height is large relative to the
thin dust layer.
Dalcanton et al. (2015) produce a high-resolution map of
the best-fit median A˜V , from which we calculate the mean
AV in each SFH pixel. The total extinction PDF within
the PHAT footprint peaks at AV = 0.96, with a long tail
to higher values. The central 95% of A˜V spans the range
0.05 − 2.1. Typical uncertainties on A˜V are at the 20%
level, but reach up to 50% in low-dust regions where the dust
model parameters are poorly constrained. These more uncer-
tain low-dust regions contribute only a small amount to the
total dust mass budget.
2.3.2. Metal Mass in Dust
Dust extinction scales linearly with the dust mass surface
density. We use the scaling given by Draine & Li (2007) to
calculate Σdust from the average AV measured within each
SFH pixel. However, this dust model has been found to pre-
dict extinctions in M31 that are ∼ 2.5× higher than the AV
maps found by other authors using different measurement
techniques (Dalcanton et al. 2015; Planck Collaboration et al.
2016b). It remains unclear whether this systematic offset is
driven by uncertainties in the conversion from IR luminosity
to Σdust , or from Σdust to AV . If the former, then our cal-
culation of Σdust from the AV map would be unaffected, but
if the latter, then we should scale down our Σdust obtained
from the Draine & Li (2007) model.
We adopt the constant renormalization recommended by
Dalcanton et al. (2015), scaling down Σdust from the Draine
& Li (2007) model by a factor of 2.5 in our fiducial calcu-
lation. Including this renormalization, we calculate Σdust as
Σdust = 5.41× 104M kpc−2 (AV /mag) . (3)
This choice gives an integrated gas-to-dust ratio of 99.8, con-
sistent with previous measurements for the northern disk of
M31 (Leroy et al. 2011). We assume that dust is entirely
composed of metals, such that Σdustmetal = Σdust. The radial
profile of Σdustmetal is shown as the solid orange line in the left
panel of Figure 4. We find a total of 1.4 × 107M of metal
mass in dust within the PHAT footprint.
We calculate a lower bound on Σdustmetal by allowing the AV
measurements to decrease by 20%, the minimum allowed
within the measurement uncertainties. For the upper bound,
we assume that Σdustmetal obtained from the Draine & Li (2007)
model is correct without the factor of 2.5 reduction. These
choices give a range of possible Σdustmetal 20% lower to 150%
higher than found for the fiducial calculation, corresponding
to a total present-day metal mass in dust between 1.1 and
3.6 × 107M. The allowed range of Σdustmetal is shown as the
shaded orange region in the left panel of Figure 4. Although
this is a large range, the majority of metal mass that is present
in the M31 disk is in stars, so the dust mass uncertainty does
not dominate the systematic uncertainty budget.
2.4. Total Current Metal Mass and Its Distribution
As referenced above, we present the radial profiles of the
metal mass surface density and the contribution of metals in
stars, gas, and dust in the left panel of Figure 4. All sur-
face densities are averaged in 1 kpc wide annuli. The solid
gray line shows the radial profile of the total metal mass
surface density, while the colored lines show the radial pro-
files for each metal reservoir: Σ?metal (red), Σ
gas
metal (blue), and
Σdustmetal (orange). The shaded regions show the minimum and
maximum bounds allowed within the systematic uncertain-
ties (described in Sections 2.2–2.3 above).
The right panel of Figure 4 shows the fraction of metal
mass surface density residing in each metal reservoir as a
function of radius, with the same color-coding as in the left
panel. Only the results for the fiducial calculation are shown.
Σ?metal contributes most to the total metal mass surface den-
sity at all radii, but especially in the inner ∼ 8 kpc. The gas
surface density is very low in this central region and does
not harbor many metals, so over 90% of metal mass is in the
stellar component. In the outer regions, however, the gas and
dust contribute up to 35% of the metal mass surface density
in the most gas-rich annuli.
We find that a total of 4.3 × 108M of metal mass is
present in the PHAT region of M31 for our fiducial calcu-
lations. When we account for random errors in the fidu-
cial Padova SFH and systematic uncertainties in the gas-
phase metallicity, hydrogen mass, and dust content, the al-
lowed range of present metal mass in the PHAT area is
3.3 − 5.4 × 108M. Of the fiducial present metal mass,
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91.7% is in stars, 5.1% is in the neutral ISM, and 3.2% is in
dust. The stellar mass surface density is highest in the cen-
tral regions, where the metal mass in stars dominates over the
other components. So even though the neutral gas and dust
are important metal reservoirs in the outer annuli, the metals
in stars dominate the present-day metal census in M31.
Peeples et al. (2014) have performed a similar accounting
of metal mass in stars, gas, and dust across the local galaxy
population. Their analysis employs scaling relations between
metallicity, gas mass, and dust content and galaxy stellar
mass to estimate the total metal mass present in the stars,
gas, and dust as a function of stellar mass. This is a powerful
approach to measuring metal retention in a statistical sense,
but is limited by the intrinsic scatter in the various scaling
relations employed. We compare our measured present and
produced metal mass in M31 to estimates from the statistical
analysis of Peeples et al. (2014).
For a galaxy of M31’s stellar mass (1011M), Peeples
et al. (2014) find 1.7 × 109M of metals present. We cal-
culate the present metal mass in the M31 disk by scaling
up the metal mass currently in the PHAT area, assuming
azimuthal symmetry and extrapolating the metal production
surface density between 1 and 2 kpc inward to account for
the contribution of the central 1 kpc. We find 1.1 × 109M
of metals in the disk of M31 (r < 19 kpc), with a possible
range between 8.7 × 108 and 1.4 × 109M within our un-
certainty budget. The entire possible range of present metal
mass is below the Peeples et al. (2014) value, 35% lower for
our fiducial calculation. The fraction of metal mass found
in stars, gas, and dust by Peeples et al. (2014) is 75%, 15%,
and 10%, respectively. These differences suggest that M31
would be an outlier from the average metal census of Peeples
et al. (2014), particularly in terms of the relative importance
of the various metal reservoirs.
3. THE SPATIALLY AND TEMPORALLY RESOLVED
HISTORY OF METAL PRODUCTION
In this section, we calculate the history of metal production
in M31 and the total metal mass produced. We introduce our
model of metal production following a burst of star forma-
tion and discuss the main sources of systematic uncertainty.
We combine the metal production model with the spatially
resolved Padova SFHs (described in Section 2.1.1) to calcu-
late the history of metal production by each nucleosynthetic
source. We assess the effect of using SFHs derived using
different stellar evolutionary tracks on the total metal pro-
duction. Finally, we assume azimuthal symmetry to scale up
the metal production within the PHAT footprint to determine
the total metal mass that was produced in the M31 disk (at
r < 19 kpc).
3.1. Model of Metal Production
Here, we describe our fiducial model of metal produc-
tion by Type II supernovae (SNe), AGB stars, and Type Ia
SNe in turn. We discuss how we bound the range of possi-
ble metal yields due to the main sources of systematic un-
certainty in each calculation. These three nucleosynthetic
sources account for most of the newly formed metal mass
because they dominate the production of the most abundant
elements. More exotic and rare processes (e.g., neutron star
mergers) also produce new metals, but these events typically
dominate the production of certain rare elements. Because
they do not contribute much to the total metal mass, neglect-
ing rarer metal production sources does not affect our results.
For each nucleosynthetic source, we construct a model of
the metal production rate as a function of time following a
star formation event. For Type II SNe and AGB stars, we
assume that new metals are returned to the ISM at the end
of the star’s lifetime. We assume that the lifetime of a 1M
star is 10 Gyr and adopt a power-law relation between stellar
mass and age (Prialnik 2009),
t/10 Gyr = (M?/M)−2.6 (4)
Throughout, we adopt a Kroupa (2001) IMF for consis-
tency with the assumptions made in deriving the SFHs (see
Section 2.1.1). The choice of IMF strongly affects the pre-
dicted metal yields because the IMF dictates the number of
high-mass stars that are available to produce Type II SNe,
which dominate the overall metal production, per solar mass
of new stars that are formed. It is known that varying the
choice of IMF causes the metal yield to vary by up to a fac-
tor of three (Vincenzo et al. 2016), such that shallower slopes
at the low-mass end (e.g., Kroupa 2001; Chabrier 2003) re-
sult in more metal production per unit mass of formed stars.
However, if an IMF that produced more low-mass stars were
adopted in the CMD modeling (e.g., Salpeter 1955), then the
recovered SFHs would change such that the overall stellar
mass that was formed increased. The decreased metal pro-
duction per mass of stars formed for that steeper low-mass
IMF would roughly counteract the increase in overall stellar
mass formed. Because the CMD-based SFHs that we have
adopted were derived assuming a Kroupa (2001) IMF, we
adopt the same IMF throughout this work to maintain con-
sistency, and do not include the uncertainty in the IMF in our
systematic uncertainty budget.
In this paper, we define the metal yield, y, as the ratio
of newly produced metal mass to the formed stellar mass:
y = MproducedZ /M
formed
? . Our quoted “metal yields” are not
directly comparable to some other papers in the literature,
which often use “net yields” or “yields per stellar genera-
tion” (e.g., Vincenzo et al. 2016). These definitions differ by
a factor of 1/(1−R), where R is the fraction of stellar mass
returned to the ISM, to scale the total metal yield to present-
day stellar mass: ynet = y/(1−R).
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Figure 5. FIDUCIAL MODEL OF METAL PRODUCTION FOLLOWING A BURST OF STAR FORMATION. Left: the metal mass production
rate, including all metal species, from Type II SNe (blue), Type Ia SNe (orange), and AGB stars (green) as a function of time following an
instantaneous burst of star formation, normalized to 1M of stars formed. The solid lines show our fiducial model (adopting stellar metallicity
Z = 0.008, similar to the mass-weighted mean stellar metallicity in M31), while the dotted lines illustrate how metal production by Type II
SNe and AGB stars changes for the lowest stellar metallicity models (Z = 0.0001). The shaded regions in Figure 6 below illustrate the range
of possible metal production histories due to systematic uncertainty in this metal production model. Right: the cumulative metal mass formed
up to a given time following the burst by each nucleosynthetic source for the fiducial model (the solid lines in the left panel). Type II SNe
dominate the overall metal production, but all new metal mass that is produced more than 50 Myr after the burst is due to AGB stars and Type
Ia SNe.
3.1.1. Type II Supernovae
High-mass stars (& 8M) produce most new metal mass
as they end their lives, expelling metals in winds and dur-
ing their explosive deaths as Type II SNe. These explosive
events are also important sources of energetic feedback to the
ISM, driving turbulence and even removing gas from regions
where vigorous star formation is ongoing. Type II SNe dom-
inate the production of α-elements (e.g., O and Si) which are
often used to trace the physical state of gas within galaxies.
We adopt metal yields from the Nomoto et al. (2013) stellar
models, which are available for several discrete initial stellar
masses in the range of 13− 40M and for four metallicities
ranging from Z = 0.001 − 0.02. Metallicity weakly affects
the metal production by Type II SNe, in the sense that the
lowest metallicity models produce ∼ 20% more metal mass
than the highest metallicity models. We construct metal pro-
duction models for each metallicity to properly account for
variation in metal production due to the enrichment history
of M31 in Section 3.2 below, but for simplicity, we present
here a fiducial model with Z = 0.008, which is closest to the
mass-weighted mean metallicity of stars in M31.
We assume that stars between 8 and 40M explode as
Type II SNe and return metals to the ISM, so we extend the
13M yield down to 8M. Although stars more massive
than 40M likely do explode as SNe, these most massive
stars probably form black hole remnants. Our fiducial model
assumes that any newly produced metals fall back onto these
remnants and never return to the ISM; this is a standard as-
sumption in chemical evolution modeling (e.g., Poulhazan
et al. 2018).
The fiducial metal production rate by Type II SNe as a
function of time following a burst of star formation is shown
as the solid blue line in the left panel of Figure 5. The metal
production rate is normalized to 1M of formed stellar mass.
For reference, the lowest metallicity Type II SNe metal pro-
duction model is shown as the dotted blue line. The total
metal mass produced up to a given time by Type II SNe is
shown as the solid blue shading in the right panel of Figure 5.
All metal production by Type II SNe occurs within 50 Myr
of the burst. The metal yield for Type II SNe is 0.01878 for
this model, or 81.3% of the total metal yield over a Hubble
time.
The main uncertainties in the metal production by Type II
SNe are (1) the highest stellar mass star that returns metals to
the ISM (Vincenzo et al. 2016); and (2) the variation among
theoretical yields, and in particular, whether the effects of
winds and rotation are taken into account (Romano et al.
2010). The Nomoto et al. (2013) metal yields we adopted do
not include stellar rotation or pre-supernova metal produc-
tion, and so may underestimate the total metal production by
high-mass stars.
To calculate a minimum bound on the Type II SN metal
production, we assume that all stars above 25M collapse
to black holes and do not return metals to the ISM (following
Emerick et al. 2018), and use the highest metallicity model.
For the maximum bound, we allow stars up to 100M to
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return metals to the ISM (following Oppenheimer & Dave´
2008; Peeples et al. 2014), use the lowest metallicity model,
and increase the metal yields by 30% to account for the typ-
ical impact of stellar rotation and pre-SN metal production
(Romano et al. 2010). Our resulting allowable range of Type
II SNe metal yields is between 48% lower and 132% higher
than the fiducial model. These minimum and maximum Type
II SNe metal production models bound the shaded blue re-
gion in the left panel of Figure 6.
3.1.2. AGB Stars
Low- and intermediate-mass stars become AGB stars
and undergo substantial mass loss as they end their lives.
These stars return new metals to the ISM over much longer
timescales following a burst of star formation than Type
II SNe, as even ∼ 1M stars (with 10 Gyr lifetimes) go
through an AGB phase. The total metal mass produced by
AGB stars is small compared to that produced by Type II
SNe, but AGB stars produce a large fraction of a few com-
mon elements, including C and N. Total metal production
(and the relative production of different elements) during the
AGB phase depends strongly on the initial metallicity of the
star.
We use the metal yields from the AGB star models of
Karakas (2010), spanning initial stellar masses 1−6M and
metallicities Z = 0.0001 − 0.02. AGB metal production is
more sensitive to the stellar metallicity than for Type II SNe.
Again, we construct metal production models for each avail-
able metallicity and properly account for the enrichment his-
tory when calculating the metal production history of M31
in Section 3.2 below, but discuss the Z = 0.008 model here.
We assume that stars with initial masses of 1−8M become
AGB stars and return metals to the ISM, but the Karakas
(2010) models only go up to 6M. We therefore extend the
yield of the 6M model up to 8M.
We show the metal production rate by AGB stars with ini-
tial metallicity Z = 0.008 as the green solid line in the left
panel of Figure 5. For comparison, the metal production by
metal-poor AGB stars (Z = 0.0001) is shown as as the dotted
green line. Metal production by AGB stars begins when Type
II SNe metal production ends, at 50 Myr after a star forma-
tion episode, and continues up to 10 Gyr. Lower mass AGB
stars produce less new metal mass per star, but because they
are more numerous than higher mass stars, they contribute
appreciably to new metal production long after the star for-
mation episode.
The metal yield from AGB stars up to a given time is
shown as the green shaded region in the right panel of Fig-
ure 5. This plot demonstrates that the contribution of AGB
stars to the total metal mass produced is small compared to
that of Type II SNe, and most AGB metal mass is returned in
the first few gigayears following the star formation episode
(see the flattening of the green shaded region after∼ 109 yr).
The metal yield for the fiducial (Z = 0.008) AGB model is
0.00187, or 8.1% of the total metal yield.
Theoretical AGB metal yields are highly sensitive to the
treatment of convection and mass loss in the modeling (e.g.,
Karakas & Lattanzio 2014). The metal yields calculated us-
ing different modeling techniques vary (e.g., Marigo 2001;
Gavila´n et al. 2005), but a comprehensive comparison of
AGB metal yields is beyond the scope of this paper. Across
all AGB models, the total metal production is highly sensi-
tive to the initial metallicity of the star at a level that is com-
parable to the variation across models that employ different
treatments of uncertain processes. We therefore assess the
systematic uncertainty in AGB metal production by chang-
ing the initial metallicity of the stars in M31. We calculate
very conservative minimum and maximum bounds by fixing
the initial stellar metallicity to the maximum (Z = 0.02) and
minimum (Z = 0.0001) values, respectively, for which mod-
els are available from Karakas (2010). This results in allowed
AGB metal yields ranging from 60% lower to 84% higher
than theZ = 0.008 model, which is most similar to the mass-
weighted mean stellar metallicity in M31. These minimum
and maximum AGB metal production models are shown as
the shaded green region in the left panel of Figure 6.
3.1.3. Type Ia Supernovae
The final nucleosynthetic source in our model is Type Ia
SNe, which dominate the production of the iron-peak ele-
ments (e.g., Fe, Ni). It is thought that the progenitors of Type
Ia SNe are white dwarfs (WDs), formed from stars that were
initially ∼ 3 − 8M. However, the exact mechanism that
produces the explosion is still under debate; theoretical mod-
els and observations have yet to converge on a consistent pic-
ture. The Type Ia SN rate as a function of time following a
burst of star formation is called the delay time distribution
(DTD). There is much ongoing observational effort to con-
strain the form of the DTD and the time interval following a
burst during which Type Ia SNe explode.
We take an empirical approach and adopt a DTD based
on a compilation of measurements from Maoz et al.
(2014). The power-law slope (t−1) and normalization
(4 × 10−13 SN yr−1M−1 ) from Maoz & Mannucci (2012)
lie roughly in the middle of the range of DTDs found by
various authors; this slope is in line with theoretical expecta-
tions for the “double degenerate” scenario where two WDs
merge to produce the SN explosion. We assume that the first
Type Ia SN occurs 100 Myr after a star formation episode
(Schawinski 2009; Anderson et al. 2015), roughly the life-
time of a 5.5M star. To calculate the metal production
rate, we adopt the metal yield per Type Ia SN from the W7
deflagration models of Tsujimoto et al. (1995). Because the
nature of Type Ia SNe is still poorly understood, we do not
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attempt to model the effect of progenitor metallicity on new
metal production.
The fiducial Type Ia SNe metal production rate as a func-
tion of time following a starburst is shown as the orange line
in the left panel of Figure 5. Again, the total metal mass pro-
duced by Type Ia SNe, normalized to 1M of stars formed,
up to a given time is shown as the orange shaded region in
the right panel. The total metal yield over a Hubble time
is 0.00245, or 10.6% of the total metal yield in the fiducial
model. Our model does not include a break in the power-law
DTD at long delay times following the star formation episode
(this possibility was disfavored by Heringer et al. 2017), and
so even the earliest star formation episodes continue to pro-
duce Type Ia SNe, and therefore new metal mass, at a low
rate up to the present day.
To bound our minimum and maximum allowed Type Ia
SNe metal production, we vary the parameters describing the
DTD: (1) the time after the star formation event when the
first Type Ia SN explodes (45–100 Myr, the lifetimes of 8
and 5.5 M stars); (2) the power-law slope (t−1 for the min-
imum and t−1.5 for the maximum model, following Heringer
et al. 2017); and (3) the normalization (1/4 − 2 times the
fiducial value, to span the range of observational constraints
presented in Maoz et al. 2014). The resulting range of al-
lowed metal yields due to Type Ia SNe is between 75% lower
and 255% higher than the fiducial calculation. These extreme
Type Ia SNe metal production models bound the shaded or-
ange region in the left panel of Figure 6.
3.2. The History of Metal Production in M31
Here, we combine the metal production model (Sec-
tion 3.1, Figure 5) above with the spatially resolved SFHs
from PHAT (Section 2.1.1, Figure 3) to calculate the metal
production history in each SFH pixel. Stars formed in each
age bin span a range of metallicity, which affects the metal
production by Type II SNe and AGB stars. To properly track
the contribution to metal production by stars of different
metallicities, we use our knowledge of the distribution of
stellar metallicity in each time bin in the SFHs (described
in Section 2.1.1 above). We divide the SFHs into four bins
of metallicity, where each bin is centered on one of the four
values of Z sampled by the Karakas (2010) and Nomoto
et al. (2013) models. We then convolve the SFH in each
metallicity bin with the appropriate metal production model
for that metallicity. This division ensures that we capture the
changing metal production by AGB stars and Type II SNe as
the galaxy becomes more metal rich.
The left panel of Figure 6 presents the resulting total metal
production rate as a function of time. The colored solid
lines show the fiducial metal production history by each nu-
cleosynthetic source, where the color-coding is the same as
in Figure 5. The shaded regions show the range of metal
production histories allowed by considering extreme choices
that one could make in the metal production model (de-
scribed in Sections 3.1.1–3.1.3 above).
The cumulative metal mass produced by each nucleosyn-
thetic source up to a given time is shown in the right panel of
Figure 6, with the same color-coding as in Figure 5. Metal
production is dominated by Type II SNe, and most metal
mass is produced during the oldest age bin, at z & 1. Up
to the present day, 1.1×109M of metal mass has been pro-
duced within the PHAT footprint, with 83.9% of that mass
produced by Type II SNe, 9.7% by Type Ia SNe, and 6.4%
by AGB stars. These fractional contributions are slightly dif-
ferent than those quoted for the Z = 0.008 model in Sec-
tion 3.1 above for two reasons: (1) low-metallicity stars con-
tribute more to AGB metal production, and (2) not all Type
Ia SNe that are due to intermediate-age and recent star for-
mation have exploded yet.
For the Padova SFHs, between 5.5 × 108M and 2.8 ×
109M of metals may have been produced (between 50%
lower and 148% higher than in the fiducial model) inside the
PHAT footprint within the allowed range of systematic un-
certainties in the metal production model. The total metal
mass that is produced does change for SFHs derived us-
ing different stellar evolutionary tracks (PARSEC, BaSTI, or
MIST; see Section 2.1.1), because each model set results in
a different enrichment history and total stellar mass formed.
For the fiducial metal production model, but using SFHs de-
rived using different stellar evolutionary tracks, we find only
modest differences from the fiducial Padova case: the to-
tal metal production is just 13% higher for either BaSTI or
MIST, and it is essentially unchanged for PARSEC.
We compare the metal production in the M31 disk for our
fiducial model to the expected metal mass produced by a
galaxy of M31’s stellar mass calculated by Peeples et al.
(2014). Assuming azimuthal symmetry and extrapolating the
metal production surface density between 1 and 2 kpc inward
to account for the contribution of the central 1 kpc, we scale
up the metal mass produced within the PHAT footprint and
find that 2.9×109M of metal mass was produced in the en-
tire M31 disk (r < 19 kpc). Within our conservative system-
atic uncertainty budget, between 1.4×109 and 7.2×109M
of metals may have been produced. Our fiducial total metal
mass produced is lower than half the value from Peeples et al.
(2014), who found 6.3× 109M of metal mass produced by
a galaxy with M? ∼ 1011M. This discrepancy can be ex-
plained by different choices in the metal production models
used in their work relative to ours, and is within the level of
systematic uncertainty that we report in our metal production
model.
Figure 6 demonstrates that the relative contribution of
different nucleosynthetic sources to new metal production
changes over time. In particular, when the SFR drops from
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Figure 6. THE HISTORY OF METAL PRODUCTION IN M31. Left: the total metal production rate within the PHAT footprint due to Type II
SNe (blue), Type Ia SNe (orange), and AGB stars (green) as a function of the age of the universe. Solid lines show the metal production history
for the fiducial model, adopting the Padova SFHs and tracking the contributions of stars that formed at different metallicities. The shaded
regions illustrate the conservative range of systematic uncertainties due to the choice of parameters in the metal production model (discussed in
Sections 3.1.1–3.1.3). Right: the cumulative metal mass produced within the PHAT footprint up to a given age of the universe for the fiducial
model (the solid lines in the left panel). Most metal production occurred early, with 77% of metal mass formed in the oldest age bin (z & 1).
Type II SNe dominate the metal production, but the fractional contribution of the delayed metal production by AGB stars and Type Ia SNe
increases from z ∼ 1 to the present day.
one age bin to the next (e.g., at the end of the oldest age
bin), the Type II SNe contribute a smaller fraction of the new
metals because the delayed Type Ia SNe and AGB star metal
production rates are still elevated due to the higher SFR be-
fore the quenching event. Following a sudden drop in the
SFR, this might change the abundance ratios in the ISM (el-
evating C, N, and Fe relative to α elements) from would be
expected for a constant SFR, and these changes could persist
over gigayear timescales if the SFR remains low. However,
the magnitude of the change in abundance ratios depends on
the amount of previously formed metal mass that is retained
in the ISM. Most metals are produced at early times by Type
II SNe, so if all of those metals are retained, the ISM abun-
dance ratios will never deviate much (in a spatially averaged
sense) from those of Type II SNe ejecta. Observational evi-
dence of spatially coherent enhancements of AGB and Type
Ia SNe nucleosynthetic products in ISM and/or stellar popu-
lations may therefore be leveraged as evidence of metal loss
events.
4. RESULTS: METALS MISSING FROM M31
Here, we compare the total metal mass produced within
the PHAT footprint to the current metals present in the same
area. We then calculate the total metal mass missing from the
M31 disk (at r < 19 kpc) under the assumption of azimuthal
symmetry and present both the total and spatially resolved
metal retention fraction, fretained. Throughout, we discuss
the robustness of these results to systematic uncertainties and
to possible confounding effects of stellar radial migration and
hierarchical assembly.
4.1. Total Missing Metal Mass
We integrate the fiducial metal production histories over
time to find the total metal mass that was produced in each
SFH pixel, and then take the sum over all regions to cal-
culate the metal mass that was produced across the PHAT
footprint to find 1.1 × 109M (with a possible range of
5.5 × 108M − 2.8 × 109M within conservative sys-
tematic uncertainties; Section 3.2). We compare this to the
total metal mass currently present in stars, gas, and dust,
4.3×108M (with a possible range of 3.57−5.16×108M;
Section 2.4). The total missing metal mass from the PHAT
region is the difference between the produced and present
metal mass: 6.9×108M, which is 61.5% of the total metal
production. Therefore, we find fretained = 38.5% integrated
over the PHAT footprint for the fiducial model. Within our
conservative systematic uncertainty budget, we find allowed
metal retention fractions 12.1% < fretained < 97.4%, cor-
responding to a metal mass missing from the PHAT area of
between 9.7× 107M and 6.3× 109M.
We illustrate the strong constraint that metal mass is miss-
ing in Figure 7. The left panel shows the cumulative metal
mass production history in the PHAT footprint as the solid
blue line; the value at the oldest cosmic time is the total
metal mass produced to the present day. The systematic un-
certainty budget for the metal production model is shown as
the blue shaded region, and the purple shaded region illus-
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Figure 7. METAL MASS IS MISSING FROM THE M31 DISK. Left: comparing the total produced and present metal mass within the PHAT
footprint. The solid blue line shows the cumulative metal mass produced by all nucleosynthetic sources in the fiducial model up to the present
day. The shaded blue region shows the allowed range of metal production within our conservative systematic uncertainty budget, and the shaded
purple range illustrates that about half of the total uncertainty is due to the unknown mup, the highest mass star that explodes as a Type II SN
and returns metals to the ISM. We compare the total produced metal mass to the fiducial present-day metal mass, shown as the orange point with
an error bar to illustrate the allowed range within systematic uncertainties. Right: visualization of how various model parameters contribute
to the systematic uncertainty budget. Arrows indicate the direction and magnitude of the change in total produced or present metal mass if a
given extreme parameter choice is made instead of the fiducial model parameter (see Section 3.1 for details). The choice of stellar evolutionary
tracks (and the solar abundance set adopted by each) affects both the produced and present metal mass. No combination of model parameters
can result in more metal mass present in the PHAT footprint in M31 than was produced there, requiring that fretained < 1. Furthermore, the
systematic uncertainty budget allows more freedom for higher metal production per mass of stars formed, and therefore lower fretained than we
find for our fiducial model.
trates the large contribution to this budget of the unknown
upper mass cutoff (mup) of stars that explode as Type II SNe
and return metal mass to the ISM. The orange point shows
the present-day metal content of the same area, with an error
bar to illustrate the minimum and maximum possible metal
mass. The range of possible present metal mass is derived
from the ∼ 20% random errors in the SFH and systematic
uncertainties in the gas-phase metallicity, hydrogen mass,
and dust content. The same fiducial Padova SFH is used
in all calculations in this plot to ensure a fair comparison.
There is no overlap between the uncertainty in the cumula-
tive metal mass produced to the present and the uncertainty
in the current metal mass content, so even within a very large
systematic uncertainty budget, we can state confidently that
fretained < 1.
The right panel of Figure 7 illustrates the effect of each
uncertain model ingredient in our calculation of fretained,
which were discussed in Sections 2 and 3.1 above. The
blue and orange lines show the total metal mass produced
and present, respectively, for our fiducial calculations. The
main uncertainties in the metal production model are the up-
per mass cutoff, mup, the effect of stellar rotation on Type II
SN yields, the poorly constrained Type Ia SN DTD (time to
first supernova explosion, slope, and normalization), and the
metallicities of the progenitor stars (i.e., uncertainties in the
stellar enrichment history). The choice of stellar evolution-
ary tracks in the SFH derivations affect both produced and
present metal mass, but cannot drive the total produced metal
mass any lower; our fiducial Padova SFHs therefore give a
conservatively high fretained. The dominant uncertainty in
the present metal mass is the choice of stellar evolutionary
tracks (and the adopted solar abundance sets for each) be-
cause most present metal mass is in the stellar component.
Although the gas-phase metallicity (Zg), hydrogen content,
and normalization of the Draine & Li (2007) dust models are
all uncertain, they cannot change the present-day metal bud-
get much.
A final systematic uncertainty that is not illustrated in Fig-
ure 7 is the normalization of the SFHs andM?. This quantity
is inherently uncertain at the factor of ∼2 level (e.g., Conroy
2013; Courteau et al. 2014) due to the unconstrained contri-
bution of faint low-mass stars to the total M? of a galaxy.
However, an incorrect normalization of the SFHs would bias
the produced metals and present metals in stars in the same
direction (both either too high or too low). Therefore, a dif-
ferent normalization would change our fretained only slightly,
but could change the missing metal mass substantially. As an
example, if we reduce the SFH normalization by a factor of 12
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compared to our fiducial model, we find fretained = 41.8%
within the PHAT footprint, but that the total missing metal
mass is reduced to 3.2× 108M. fretained increases slightly
because fewer metals are in stars, so the metals in the neu-
tral ISM and dust become more important, while the missing
metal mass is more strongly affected, decreasing by 53% rel-
ative to the fiducial calculation.
The takeaway from this discussion of systematic uncer-
tainties is that our claim that metals are missing from the
PHAT footprint is very secure. To obtain a higher fretained,
model uncertainties would have to conspire to yield lower
metal production and higher present-day metal mass; e.g., a
very low mup coupled with the highest possible stellar metal
content. Our fiducial fretained of 38.5% is actually conserva-
tively high; it is clear from Figure 7 that there is more free-
dom for a higher produced metal mass and therefore lower
fretained.
Using our calculations of the total present and produced
metal mass in the entire M31 disk (assuming azimuthal sym-
metry) presented in Sections 2.4 and 3.2 above, we calculate
that 1.8× 109M of metals are missing within r < 19 kpc.
Within our conservative systematic uncertainty budget, the
total metal mass missing from the M31 disk could range from
1.9 × 107M to 6.4 × 109M. The metal retention frac-
tion for the entire M31 disk is 38.4% in the fiducial model,
slightly lower than that in the PHAT area because regions at
smaller radii contribute more; here, metals are retained less
efficiently (see Section 4.2 below).
For comparison, Peeples et al. (2014) find that galaxies
with M? ∼ 1011M have retained about 25% of their met-
als, which is lower than the 38.3% that we find for M31. Rel-
ative to our calculations, Peeples et al. (2014) find 55% more
present metals, but 115% more metal production. These dif-
ferences together predict that a larger fraction of metal mass
was lost. A value of fretained = 25% is well within our sys-
tematic uncertainty budget, above our lower limit of 12.1%,
so the discrepancy can be accounted for by different model-
ing choices. The relatively low fretained found for M31 in
both our study and in Peeples et al. (2014) implies that even
high-mass galaxies have experienced significant mass loss;
we consider this point quantitatively in Section 5.1 below.
We may ask whether hierarchical accretion would affect
our calculation of integrated fretained. When a large galaxy
like M31 consumes a smaller satellite galaxy, essentially all
of the stars from the satellite end up in the central galaxy, but
some gas might be stripped during infall. Because we expect
lower-mass galaxies to lose a greater fraction of their gas due
to their shallow potential wells (e.g., Tremonti et al. 2004;
Peeples & Shankar 2011), gas and metals are probably pref-
erentially lost from the smaller progenitor galaxy before the
merger even occurs. The removal of a greater fraction of gas
(and the metals harbored in that gas) from the smaller satel-
lite galaxy would drive the measured fretained in the central
galaxy downward.
However, this effect is probably small. If the accreted
galaxy is much smaller than the central (1:&10), then the
accreted stars add less than 10% to the expected metal pro-
duction. Even in the extreme case where all of the gas and
metals produced by those stars were removed from the satel-
lite and never made it into the central galaxy fretained would
be biased low by less than 10% (i.e., fretained would decrease
from 38.4% to 34.8%), which is well within the systematic
uncertainty budget presented in Figure 7. If the accreted
galaxy is larger, then it is less likely to lose significant gas
and metal mass because its gravitational potential is larger.
Therefore, we expect less dilution of the measured fretained
for more massive accreted satellites.
A competing effect is the accretion of pre-enriched mate-
rial from the IGM, or via winds from external galaxies that
are never accreted onto the central galaxy. These processes
will add metal mass that was not produced by stars that cur-
rently reside in M31, resulting in a higher observed fretained.
The total metal mass accreted in this manner is not expected
to be high, but may at least in part balance the tendency of
hierarchical accretion to drive fretained slightly lower than its
true value. Overall, the uncertainty due to hierarchical merg-
ing and accretion of pre-enriched gas is far smaller than our
systematic uncertainty budget for fretained, so these effects
will not bias our measurement of integrated fretained in M31.
4.2. Spatial Variation in Metal Retention
Here, we explore the spatial variation in fretained within
M31 and the sensitivity of the radial metal retention profile
to the choice of stellar evolutionary models and to the redis-
tribution of stars within the disk. The left panel of Figure 8
shows a map of the PHAT region color-coded by fretained
for the fiducial model, defined as as the ratio of present to
produced metal mass surface density in each SFH pixel. The
center of M31 lies near the bottom right corner of this plot,
so regions at the largest radii are found in the top left cor-
ner. From this map, it is obvious that the metal retention
is not uniform across the disk. The highest metal retention
fractions are found in regions with the highest gas content,
tracing the star-forming rings (purple areas). For our fiducial
calculation, no SFH pixels contain more metal mass today
than was produced there (i.e., fretained < 1 everywhere).
The right panel of Figure 8 shows the metal retention frac-
tion averaged in 1 kpc wide annuli. The solid blue line shows
the radial profile of fretained for our fiducial Padova SFHs.
The dashed black line shows the total fretained for the PHAT
footprint, 38.5%. The dotted lines show the results when the
SFHs and enrichment histories derived using different stel-
lar evolutionary tracks (and the solar abundances adopted
by each model set) are used to calculate the produced and
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Figure 8. THE SPATIAL VARIATION IN METAL RETENTION. Left: map of the metal retention fraction fretained for the fiducial model within
the PHAT footprint. In all SFH pixels, more metal mass was produced than is currently present, but gas-rich regions, tracing the star-forming
rings, have higher fretained. Right: fretained, azimuthally averaged in 1kpc wide annuli, plotted against radius. The solid blue line shows
fretained obtained from the fiducial Padova SFHs, metal production model, and present-day metal calculations. The dashed black line shows
the integrated fretained for the entire PHAT area (38.4%) for the fiducial model. The dotted lines show the variation in the radial fretained
profile that is due to the choice of stellar evolutionary tracks used in deriving the SFH. The SFHs and enrichment histories that were derived
using each set of stellar evolutionary tracks (PARSEC in orange, BaSTI in green, and MIST in purple) were used to calculate the produced
metals (with all other parameters fixed to fiducial values) and present metals in stars. There is little variation in the slope of the radial gradient
in fretained due to the choice of stellar evolutionary tracks.
present metal mass. The results from PARSEC are shown in
orange, BaSTI in green, and MIST in purple.
Figure 8 shows a weak radial gradient in fretained, such
that a larger fraction of produced metal mass is missing in
the inner regions than in the outer regions. As discussed in
Section 2.4 above, over 90% of the metal mass that is present
is in the stellar component. The fraction of produced metal
mass retained in stars is roughly constant with radius, so this
weak gradient is due to the increased contribution of neutral
gas and dust to the present-day metal budget at larger radii.
The metals in gas and dust are found predominantly in the
gas-rich rings near 10 and 17 kpc, causing fretained to in-
crease by about 10% in the outskirts relative to the gas-poor
central regions.
There is little variation in the slope of the weak radial gra-
dient among the four fretained profiles obtained from the dif-
ferent stellar evolutionary tracks. The fiducial Padova SFHs
and the MIST SFHs both result in slightly steeper gradients
than the BaSTI or PARSEC models. The uncertain ingredi-
ents in the metal production model only affect the normal-
ization of the fretained radial profile, not the slope. The total
fretained is similar among the Padova, PARSEC, and BaSTI
models, but is lower (i.e., more metal loss) for the MIST
models, which adopt a lower absolute value for solar metal-
licity (see Section 2.1.1). The [M/H] vs. time enforced in
the CMD modeling produces a lower absolute value for the
metallicity of the stars formed in the MIST models, driving
the metal mass production higher (see the right panel of Fig-
ure 7).
The CMD-based SFHs are only sensitive to the present-
day location of stars, not where they formed initially. There-
fore, it is likely that both the metal production histories and
present-day metal mass that we calculate at a given radius
include contributions from star formation that actually oc-
curred at a range of radii.
The stars in the M31 disk have likely migrated radi-
ally away from their birth locations over many gigayear
timescales. Generally, stars born at small radii experience a
net outward migration, such that at a fixed radius in the disk,
a greater fraction of stars currently present were born interior
to that radius than exterior to it (Rosˇkar et al. 2008; Bird et al.
2012). Furthermore, multiple lines of evidence suggest that
M31 experienced a merger or interaction in the recent past
(e.g., D’Souza & Bell 2018; Hammer et al. 2018), including
its dynamically hot disk (Dorman et al. 2015), the wealth of
structure in its stellar halo (Komiyama et al. 2018), and the
global burst of star formation ∼ 2 − 3 Gyr ago (Williams
et al. 2015). Such an event would have further disrupted
stellar orbits.
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The redistribution of stars (and the metals they con-
tain) within the disk of M31 does not affect our integrated
fretained, but likely plays a role in shaping the shallow radial
gradient in fretained that we measure. Stars are the domi-
nant present-day metal reservoir at all radii in the M31 disk,
and we find little variation the fraction of produced metals
retained in stars as a function of radius. It remains entirely
possible that there was a stronger radial gradient in metal
retention that has been washed out by the redistribution of
stars.
5. DISCUSSION: METAL EJECTION AND
REDISTRIBUTION
We have compared the total metal mass produced in the
M31 disk (r < 19 kpc) to a census of metals present today,
and found that just 38% of metal mass has been retained in
the disk for our fiducial model (Section 4.1). Furthermore,
we have demonstrated that no combination of model param-
eters can conspire to account for all produced metal mass
in the M31 disk today, so fretained must be less than unity.
Here, we use this result to constrain the lifetime-averaged
mass-loading of outflows and the expected metal content of
M31’s CGM. We then use the spatially resolved metal pro-
duction histories (Section 3.2) to show that metals have likely
been transported from the central regions outward within the
disk over the past 1.5 Gyr.
5.1. Lifetime-averaged Outflow Properties
The finding that even massive galaxies have lost metals
over their lifetimes is consistent across several studies (Za-
hid et al. 2012; Peeples et al. 2014; Belfiore et al. 2016). The
implication is that that metals have been entrained in gaseous
outflows, removed from central galaxies, and deposited in
their CGM and/or the IGM. Constraining past outflows from
galaxies is a key goal of galaxy evolution studies; in par-
ticular, knowledge of the total gas mass lost from galaxies
and its ultimate fate, as a function of galaxy stellar mass,
would provide valuable insight into the operation of the cos-
mic baryon cycle. Here, we use our fiducial calculation of
the lifetime-integrated metal loss from M31 to constrain the
time-averaged metal and baryon content of the outflows that
carried those metals out of the disk.
Previous studies have inferred the total mass and metal
content of outflows from observations (e.g., Weiner et al.
2009; Rubin et al. 2014; Chisholm et al. 2018). However,
such observational constraints are only sensitive to the metal-
enriched material in certain phases of the wind, typically
cool, dense clouds entrained in the wind (as traced by, e.g.,
Mg II absorption). Inferences of the total metal and mass
outflow from observations therefore require highly uncertain
corrections for the ionization structure, geometry, and metal-
licity of the wind. Furthermore, some of the material en-
trained in ongoing outflows may quickly fall back onto the
galaxy, so the outflow rates inferred from observations in-
clude some material that would not be considered “lost” from
the galaxy over long timescales.
In contrast to observational measurements, which are in-
herently only sensitive to a subset of the outflowing mate-
rial, theoretical chemical evolution models or hydrodynami-
cal simulations typically include all metals and baryons en-
trained in the wind, across all phases, in defining the metal
and mass loading of winds (e.g., Muratov et al. 2015; Belfiore
et al. 2016). Our fiducial calculation of the total metal mass
lost from M31’s disk over its lifetime enables us to constrain
the lifetime-averaged metal content of outflows from M31,
including metals lost in all wind phases. The calculations that
follow are therefore directly comparable to mass-loading fac-
tors in chemical evolution models or galaxy formation simu-
lations, but are fundamentally different quantities than those
measured from observations of particular wind phases.
First, we consider the metal content of past outflows from
M31. We adopt the Peeples & Shankar (2011) definition of
metal expulsion efficiency, ζwind, which describes the rate at
which metal mass is ejected from a galaxy:
ζwind =
Zwind
ZISM
M˙wind
SFR
=
Zwind
ZISM
ηwind, (5)
where Zwind and ZISM are the outflow and ISM metallicities,
M˙wind is the total mass outflow rate, and ηwind, the ratio of
mass outflow rate to star formation rate, is called the baryonic
mass-loading factor. Again, both ζwind and ηwind include all
metals and baryons in all phases of the wind. Physically,
ζwind can be thought of as the ratio of the rate of metal ejec-
tion to the rate at which metals are locked into stars. Under
the assumption that the metal expulsion efficiency is constant
in time, we can approximate the lifetime-averaged 〈ζwind〉
for M31 as
〈ζwind〉 =
∫
ZwindM˙wind
ZISMSFR
dt
∆t
=
ZwindM˙wind∆t
ZISMSFR∆t
=
MmissingZ
M formed starsZ
. (6)
Here, ∆t is the age of the universe, MmissingZ is the total
missing metal mass, andM formed starsZ is the total metal mass
that was ever incorporated into stars formed in M31, and so
is higher than the current metal mass in stars by a factor of
1/(1−R) ' 1.7.
We find a lifetime-averaged 〈ζwind〉 = 1.05 in M31 for our
fiducial model. This metal expulsion efficiency is consistent
with theoretical expectations for an M31-mass galaxy based
on analytic modeling of the observed mass-metallicity rela-
tion (ζwind ∼ 0.2 − 1.6, depending on the choice of metal-
licity calibration; Peeples & Shankar 2011). Recent mea-
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surements of the total metal expulsion efficiency in metal-
enriched outflows from M? ∼ 1010−11M galaxies by
Chisholm et al. (2018) that include careful corrections for the
ionization structure and geometric effects also agree with the
Peeples & Shankar (2011) expectation. Adopting our bound-
ing calculations, which produce the minimum and maximum
missing metal mass, we find that 0.02 < 〈ζwind〉 < 4.6
within conservative systematic uncertainties.
Next, we consider implications for the mass-loading fac-
tor, ηwind, which is of particular interest for understanding
the cosmic baryon cycle. Different feedback models used in
galaxy formation simulations result in mass-loading factors
that differ in both normalization (i.e., the total amount of gas
that is removed from galaxies, including all wind phases) and
scaling with stellar mass (e.g., Muratov et al. 2015; Chris-
tensen et al. 2018). Unfortunately, the degeneracy between
Zwind and M˙wind limits our ability to constrain ηwind from
either observations of metal-enriched winds or measurements
of total metal loss. The metal mass lost over M31’s life-
time could have been expelled in very metal rich winds, or
in winds with metallicity comparable to that of the ambi-
ent ISM; these scenarios would require relatively low or high
mass-loading factors, respectively.
We can place an upper limit on the lifetime-averaged mass
loading of outflows from M31 by assuming Zwind & Zism,
because there is no physical reason that outflows should be
metal-poor compared to the ambient gas. Outflows may be
enriched relative to the ISM metallicity because the gas en-
trained in the outflows is likely to be dominated by supernova
ejecta. In this case, ηwind . 1.05, meaning that M31 could
have ejected as much gas as has gone into forming stars (but
no more). A value of ηwind ∼ 1 is consistent with the find-
ings of Belfiore et al. (2016), who assumed Zwind = Zism
in their chemical evolution modeling of NGC 628, a galaxy
whose stellar mass is ∼ 10× lower than that of M31, and
found that their spatially resolved metal budget is well de-
scribed by a constant ηwind = 1.
If Zwind/ZISM > 1, then a lower value of ηwind is re-
quired to produce the same metal expulsion efficiency. Phys-
ical expectations and observational constraints suggest that
outflows are typically metal enriched relative to the ambient
ISM (e.g., Martin et al. 2002; Chisholm et al. 2018). State-of-
the-art feedback models implemented in recent zoom-in sim-
ulations of galaxies (e.g., Angle´s-Alca´zar et al. 2017; Chris-
tensen et al. 2018) generally result in outflows that are en-
riched relative to the ISM, although Zwind/ZISM varies in
simulations that employ different feedback models. Taken
together, these results suggest that outflows from M31 were
metal enriched relative to its ISM, and that the total gas mass
ejected from M31’s disk was lower than the total stellar mass
formed.
5.2. The Metal Content of the M31 CGM
Galaxies are now known to harbor massive gaseous halos
that mediate the exchange of baryons and metals between
galaxies and the IGM (Tumlinson et al. 2017). The CGM
of L∗ galaxies are ubiquitously metal enriched (e.g., Lehner
et al. 2013; Werk et al. 2014; Prochaska et al. 2017), likely
harboring a large fraction of metals that have been ejected
from their central galaxies via outflows, in addition to metals
lost from external satellite galaxies. The standard method of
studying the CGM is to measure the absorption by CGM ma-
terial in the spectra of quasars whose sightlines pass through
the CGM of foreground galaxies. For the vast majority of
CGM detections, we only sample a single line of sight, and
so it remains unclear how the properties of the CGM vary
within a single halo (vs. halo-to-halo variability).
M31 is a unique target for characterizing the CGM of an
L∗ galaxy using many quasar sightlines because it is nearby
and subtends a large area on the sky. Lehner et al. (2015)
have used this technique to place a lower limit on the CGM
metal content of & 2× 106M (within the inner 50 kpc) us-
ing detections of Si II, Si III, and Si IV absorption along sev-
eral quasar sightlines through the M31 CGM. Extrapolating
out to the virial radius, these authors calculate a minimum of
1.4× 107M of metals in M31’s CGM. However, the metal
ions that produced the absorption features in their study only
trace the cool-warm CGM material (T ∼ 104−5.5 K). Un-
fortunately, for a massive spiral galaxy like M31, most of
the CGM material is expected to reside in a hot corona (e.g.,
White & Rees 1978; Birnboim & Dekel 2003).
As reported in Section 4.1 above, 1.8 × 109M of metal
mass is missing from the M31 disk (at r < 19 kpc) accord-
ing to our fiducial model (with a conservative range between
1.9×107M and 6.4×109M), over a factor of 100 greater
than the lower limit placed on metal mass in the cool CGM
by Lehner et al. (2015). In the scenario where all ejected
metals and baryons are now harbored in the CGM, the metal
mass missing from M31 can be viewed as a predicted lower
limit on the expected metal content of the M31 CGM, given
that additional metals could have been ejected from the outer
disk of M31 (at r > 19 kpc), or deposited from pre-enriched
material accreted from the IGM.
Next, we ask if it is plausible for the metal mass miss-
ing from the disk of M31 to be harbored in its CGM. We
combine our fiducial calculation of missing metal mass with
an estimate of the total gas content of M31’s halo to calcu-
late the implied metallicity of the CGM if all missing metals
are retained within the halo. We then compare to the ob-
served distribution of CGM metallicities for L∗ galaxies and
ask whether required metallicity of M31’s CGM is consis-
tent with observations. If the implied CGM metallicity is
much higher than typical CGM metallicities for similar-mass
galaxies, it would suggest that metals may have been lost
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beyond M31’s halo into the IGM. This calculation includes
metals and gas in all phases of the CGM.
We adopt a dark matter halo mass for M31 of Mhalo =
1.0 × 1012M (Tamm et al. 2012), although we note that
this quantity is uncertain at the factor of ∼ 2 level (e.g.,
Pen˜arrubia et al. 2014). We assume that the halo contains
enough hydrogen for its baryon fraction to be equal to the
cosmic fbaryon = 0.164 (Hinshaw et al. 2013), and after ac-
counting for the stellar mass, ISM mass, and contribution of
helium (MHe = 0.36MH) to the CGM mass, we find a total
mass of hydrogen in all phases of the CGM of 3.9×1010M.
Given this hydrogen mass, our fiducial missing metal mass of
1.8× 109M requires a CGM metallicity of 2.4Z (adopt-
ing Z = 0.019), or [Z/H] = 0.4, if all metals are retained
in M31’s halo.
Prochaska et al. (2017) measured CGM metallicities along
individual sightlines through L∗ galaxy halos at z ∼ 0.2,
finding a median value of [M/H] = −0.5 and a 95% con-
fidence interval between −1.7 . [Z/H] . 0.7. The wide
range reflects a combination of variation in metallicity be-
tween halos and variation within individual halos because the
metallicity along a given sightline is not necessarily equal to
the average metallicity of that halo. For our fiducial missing
metal calculation, the average M31 CGM metallicity is con-
sistent with, though at the high end of, the Prochaska et al.
(2017) distribution. Considering our minimum and maxi-
mum constraints on missing metal mass, we find a possi-
ble range of metallicities for M31’s CGM between −1.6 .
[Z/H] . 1.0. This range is wider than the observed distribu-
tion of CGM metallicities, but we emphasize that our bound-
ing metal loss calculations adopt extreme assumptions.
The consistency between the CGM metallicity implied by
our fiducial missing metal mass and the observed range of
CGM metallicities for L∗ galaxies suggests that all metals
missing from M31’s disk can plausibly remain in its halo.
Two uncertain factors could drive our predicted CGM metal-
licity even higher: (1) if the fbaryon in galaxy halos is lower
than the cosmic value (e.g., Anderson & Bregman 2010; Ford
et al. 2014), our estimated hydrogen mass in the halo would
decrease; and (2) if metal-enriched material from the IGM
or winds from satellite galaxies (e.g., Oppenheimer & Dave´
2006; Angle´s-Alca´zar et al. 2017) has accreted onto M31’s
halo, the metal mass in the halo would increase. If future
characterization of the M31 CGM determines that its metal-
licity is much lower than the predicted [Z/H] = 0.4 for our
fiducial metal loss calculation, this would suggest that metal-
enriched material has been lost from the halo to the IGM.
5.3. Recent Metal Transport within the Disk of M31
In this section, we leverage our knowledge of the metal
production history and enrichment history of stars to calcu-
late the lookback time before which outflows must have oc-
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Figure 9. RECENTLY PRODUCED METALS HAVE BEEN TRANS-
PORTED OUT OF THE CENTRAL DISK. Map of the difference
between the total metal mass produced in each SFH pixel in the
past 1.5 Gyr and the metal mass present there that could have been
formed since that time, calculated as the sum of metal mass in the
neutral ISM, in dust, and in stars that formed in the past 1.5 Gyr.
SFH pixels colored blue (near the center of the disk) have produced
more metals since 1.5 Gyr ago than can be accounted for in those
regions, while red SFH pixels harbor an excess of present-day metal
mass that could have been produced recently. This map shows that
although no net metal loss from the PHAT footprint is required in
the past 1.5 Gyr, recently produced metal mass is preferentially
missing from the central regions and may have been transported
outward in the disk.
curred. We cannot measure when the metals were deposited
into the neutral ISM and in the dust, but because we know
the stellar enrichment history, we do know when metals were
incorporated into the stars formed in a given age bin. To as-
sess whether metals must have been removed from the PHAT
footprint since a given lookback time, we calculate the differ-
ence between total metal mass formed since that time and the
total metal mass that is present in the stars formed since then,
in the neutral ISM, and in dust. If this difference is positive,
then more metal mass was formed since that lookback time
than could possibly have been incorporated into the neutral
ISM, dust, and recently formed stars, and so metal mass must
have been removed over that time interval.
We calculate the required metal mass loss since the be-
ginning of each time bin, integrated over the entire PHAT
footprint. By definition, the required metal loss since the be-
ginning of the oldest time bin is equal to the total metal mass
lost (Section 4.1). We find that the “required metal loss” is
negative up to 1.5 Gyr ago, indicating that no net metal loss
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is actually required up to that lookback time. Interestingly,
this lookback time is the beginning of the age bin immedi-
ately following the global burst of star formation. Increas-
ing the lookback time to include the burst, we find that net
metal mass loss becomes positive, and so metals must have
been lost from the PHAT footprint since the beginning of the
global burst of star formation ∼ 2− 3 Gyr ago.
Although no net metal loss is required from the M31 disk
in the past 1.5 Gyr, we can perform the same calculation
within each SFH pixel and ask whether metal mass must have
been removed from some regions, i.e., whether metals have
been redistributed within the disk. Figure 9 shows a map of
the PHAT footprint color-coded by the difference between
total metal mass produced in the past 1.5 Gyr and the to-
tal metal mass present in the neutral ISM, dust, and stars
formed in the past 1.5 Gyr. SFH pixels shown in red con-
tain an excess of metal mass that could have been deposited
over that timescale over the metal mass that has formed over
the same timescale. The blue SFH pixels have formed more
metal mass recently than can be accounted for in the neu-
tral ISM, dust, and recently formed stars, and so metals must
have been removed from these regions in the past 1.5 Gyr.
The pattern of net metal loss from the central regions and
excess “recently incorporated” metal mass present in the out-
skirts over the expected recent metal production in those re-
gions suggests that metal mass has been transported outward
in the disk over the past 1.5 Gyr. Because we only con-
sider metals produced since the global burst of star forma-
tion, which possibly coincided with a merger or interaction,
we do not expect the stellar disk to have been disrupted since
these relatively young stars formed and produced new met-
als. Stellar radial migration probably has occurred over this
timescale, but because there is no radial variation in the frac-
tion of produced metal mass that is retained in the stellar
component, it should not affect this calculation.
A total of 8.3 × 105M of metal mass must have been
moved outward in the disk over a typical distance of. 5 kpc.
This level of metal transport is consistent with turbulent mix-
ing at the sound speed of the ISM, cs ∼ 10 km s−1 (follow-
ing Werk et al. 2011), corresponding to a maximum distance
of 15 kpc traveled over 1.5 Gyr. It is possible that metals
were instead mixed into a hot gaseous halo, and that some
metal mass in the outer parts of the disk has been incorpo-
rated from wind recycling or enriched accretion from beyond
20 kpc (e.g. Oppenheimer & Dave´ 2008).
6. CONCLUSIONS
1. We performed a census of the metal mass currently in
the M31 disk. The stars harbor over 90% of metals,
but the fractional contribution of metals in the neutral
ISM and dust is higher in gas-rich regions that trace
the star-forming rings (Section 2.4, Figure 4).
2. We constructed a model of metal production by Type
II SNe, AGB stars, and Type Ia SNe following a burst
of star formation and bounded the systematic uncer-
tainties in this model (Section 3.1, Figure 5). We con-
volved this model with the CMD-based spatially re-
solved SFHs derived from PHAT data to calculate the
history of metal production in M31 (Section 3.2, Fig-
ure 6).
3. Integrated over the PHAT footprint, we calculated that
62% of metal mass formed there is missing for our
fiducial model. We show that fretained < 1 for all pos-
sible model choices (12.1% < fretained < 97.4%), so
metal loss is required even when all uncertain model
parameters are chosen to favor metal retention. As-
suming azimuthal symmetry to extend our calculations
to the entire M31 disk, we found that 1.8× 109M of
metal mass is missing from the M31 disk within r <
19 kpc (with a possible range between 1.9 × 107M
and 6.4× 109M; Section 4.1, Figure 7).
4. We show that there is little variation in the metal re-
tention fraction with radius, athough fretained does in-
crease by about 10% from the central regions to the
most gas-rich regions at larger radii, creating a shal-
low positive radial gradient in fretained. The slope of
the fretained radial profile is insensitive to the choice
of stellar evolutionary tracks used to derive the SFHs
and enrichment histories (Section 4.2, Figure 8).
5. From our fiducial calculation of lifetime metal mass
loss from M31, we calculated a lifetime-averaged
metal expulsion efficiency 〈ζwind〉 = 1.05, with a pos-
sible range between 0.02 < 〈ζwind〉 < 4.6. This places
an upper limit on the mass-loading factor ηwind . 1.05
for the fiducial model, implying that M31 could not
have lost more gas mass over its lifetime than the total
gas mass that went into star formation (Section 5.1).
6. The missing metal mass we found for the fiducial
model is over a factor of 100 higher than the avail-
able lower limit on the metal mass in M31’s cool-warm
CGM. The missing metal mass could be harbored in
M31’s CGM if the majority of those metals reside in a
hot T & 105.5 K corona. We showed that the implied
CGM metallicity of [Z/H] ∼ 0.4 for our fiducial cal-
culation is within, but at the high end of, the range of
CGM metallicities found for L∗ galaxies (Section 5.2).
7. We used the spatially resolved SFHs and fiducial metal
production histories to show that no net metal loss
from the M31 disk is required in the past 1.5 Gyr, but
there must have been a net loss of metals produced in
M31 before and during the global burst of star forma-
tion 2− 3 Gyr ago. We found that metals produced in
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the past 1.5 Gyr are missing from the central regions,
suggesting that material has either been ejected from
the inner disk or transported radially outward over that
time interval (Section 5.3, Figure 9).
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